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Abstract: To improve the positioning accuracy of farming vehicle in precision
agriculture, an integrated positioning system is proposed based on Global Naviga-
tion Satellite System (GNSS)/Strapdown Inertial Navigation System (SINS)/
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) with low cost and high reliability. The princi-
ples of commonly used localization technologies in vehicle positioning are com-
pared and the Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) based measurement
method is chosen as the integrated positioning system for information fusion con-
sidering the complexity of the algorithm, positioning accuracy and hardware
requirements in the application scenario. The research of wireless signal propaga-
tion loss model of farmland environment was conducted. A set of GNSS/SINS/
WSN integrated positioning system is designed and implemented based on the
requirement analysis of low cost, high reliability and precision. Simulation experi-
ments were conducted and the results show that integrated positioning system can
improve the position accuracy of agricultural machinery and meet the precision
positioning requirements of agricultural machinery.

Keywords: Precision agriculture; GNSS/SINS/WSN; integrated positioning
system; low cost

1 Introduction

Food and other basic means of livelihood provided by agricultural production are the primary
prerequisites for the survival and development of human society. The traditional farming methods have
basically changed from manual labor to mechanized work. It will inevitably develop information and
intelligence and to carry out research on precision agriculture if agriculture wants to develop further in
the world. Precision agriculture is a complete technical system which aims to integrate geographic
information system, global positioning system, sensor technology and decision support system to
complete the operation and management of modern agriculture. In order to improve labor productivity
and resource utilization, reduce the operation difficulty of large mechanical drivers and ensure the
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physical and mental health of drivers, it is necessary to carry out research on automatic driving of agricultural
machinery. Automatic driving of agricultural machinery mainly includes three aspects: Agricultural
machinery positioning, agricultural machinery control and path planning. The combination of location
and path planning is the meaning of navigation. The so-called navigation is the meaning of guiding
navigation, which is, correctly guiding the vehicle to the destination within the specified time, along the
predetermined route and with the required accuracy.

The research focus of automatic driving is the establishment and simulation analysis of automatic
driving system. RTK-GNSS (Real Time Kinematic Global Navigation Satellite System) is widely used in
location due to the high accuracy of agricultural machinery positioning requirements. Ordinary civil
GNSS positioning accuracy of between 2–10 m cannot meet the accuracy of agricultural machinery
positioning requirements. The carrier phase difference technique is adopted by RTK-GNSS. The
positioning error is corrected by the base station. The positioning accuracy of the technology can even
reach the centimeter level. References [1,2] conducted a research on the application of RTK-GNSS in the
automatic driving of agricultural machinery. The automatic navigation system developed by the modified
harvest tractor is based on RTK-GNSS. The experiment results show that the tracking error is less than
15 cm when the speed of agricultural machinery is less than 1 m/s, and the average error is only 3 cm
[3,4]. In addition to RTK-GNSS, there have been many advances in integrated navigation. Most of them
are GNSS/SINS integrated navigation. The advantages and disadvantages of GNSS and SINS systems are
complementing each other to improve the positioning accuracy, or to fuse the GNSS information and the
image information captured by the camera for navigation. A GNSS/SINS integrated navigation system is
studied and a dual filter smoothing Kalman filtering algorithm is proposed [5,6], which aims to solve the
problem of rapid accumulation of SINS system errors under GNSS failure. The integrated navigation
results show that the method is effective. At present, there are very few researches on the integration of
GNSS and WSN in agricultural field. Most of the researches on GNSS and WSN combined localization
mainly focus on indoor and outdoor seamless location, and almost all are based on handover technology,
which does not really integrate GNSS and WSN information. References [7,8] have designed a SINS/
WSN integrated navigation system. The experiment results show that the RMS errors of the integrated
navigation system in the East and north directions are reduced by 44.4% and 59% respectively compared
with the WSN positioning system alone.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 GNSS Positioning Technology

GPS (Global Positioning System), launched by the US military, aims to provide all-weather satellite
navigation services for the US Army [9,10]. The basic principle of GNSS navigation system is to
measure the distance between multiple navigation satellites to the user receiver at the same time, and
calculate the specific location of the receiver according to the real-time location information of the
satellite and the distance between the multiple satellites and the receiver. The real time position of the
satellite can be found in the satellite ephemeris [11,12]. The distance from the satellite to the receiver is
obtained by multiplying time by speed, and the velocity of the signal is the speed of light and the time is
the measuring time [13,14]. Measuring time requires precise time synchronization, so an additional
satellite is needed. That is to say, the premise of GNSS positioning is that the receiver must be able to
receive at least 4 satellites at the same time [15–17].

2.2 Strapdown Inertial Navigation System

Inertial navigation system is an autonomous positioning system which is widely used in both military
and civil applications. Inertial navigation is based on Newton law of mechanics, and calculates the speed,
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position and attitude of the carrier by measuring acceleration and rotation speed of the carrier. The working
environment of inertial navigation system is very wide for the reason that it does not depend on external
information or radiate energy. Accelerometer is used to measure the speed and position information,
integral operation of measurement value is needed, while integral operation will cause error
accumulation. Long time inertial navigation alone will seriously affect the positioning precision. The
error is usually corrected by other navigation means.

Inertial navigation system can be divided into two types: Platform inertial navigation system and
strapdown inertial navigation system. The platform inertial navigation system builds a stable platform
itself. The platform will not change with the posture and position of the carrier. It will always point to the
three directions of coordinates in the East, North and Sky. Accelerometers and gyroscopes are directly
installed on the carrier in strapdown inertial navigation system. Inertial navigation components follow the
coordinate system of the carrier, accelerometer measures the carrier acceleration, and the gyroscope
measures the angular velocity of the carrier. The carrier coordinate system needs to be transformed to the
navigation coordinate system when the vehicle is moving.

Inertial navigation system is a self-contained navigator, which can continuously measure the vehicle’s
linear acceleration and angular rate and compute the attitude, velocity and position of the vehicle
simultaneously. Each cycle of the inertial navigation equation uses the previous navigation solution as its
starting point as Fig. 1 shows.

2.3 Wireless Sensor Network Positioning Technology

According to the localization form, the localization technology of wireless sensor network can be
divided into two kinds: the localization method based on ranging and the localization method without
ranging. The location method based on ranging is to locate the blind nodes by measuring the distance or
angle between the blind nodes and the anchor nodes, and the location method without locating
the distance directly calculates the location of the blind nodes according to the connectivity of the
network [18,19].

RSSI based positioning can be divided into two steps. The first step is ranging, that is, to measure the
distance between mobile nodes and anchor nodes. The second step is to locate the mobile nodes based on the
algorithm of three edges, maximum likelihood and weighted centroid localization according to the distance
from mobile nodes to anchor nodes. The measurement accuracy of the first step distance directly affects the
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location of the final node, so the distance measurement between the mobile node and the anchor node is very
important. We cannot directly measure the distance between the mobile nodes and the anchor nodes, but we
can calculate the distance through the received signal strength indicator [20–22]. According to the loss of the
wireless signal in the propagation process, we can establish a wireless signal propagation path loss model.

2.4 GNSS/SINS/WSN Integrated Navigation

GNSS and SINS usually have two ways: Loose combination and tight combination [23,24]. Loose
combination is to fuse the longitude and latitude output and velocity information of GNSS with SINS
data, and tight combination is to combine the pseudo range information of GNSS observation with SINS.
Tight combination mode requires higher GNSS receiver, and loose combination mode is easy to be
realized in hardware design and software programming. The key of GNSS/SINS integrated navigation
system is fusion algorithm. Kalman filter algorithm is the most suitable information fusion algorithm for
GNSS/SINS integrated navigation.

Wireless sensor networks locate the coordinates of the mobile nodes. The WSN/SINS integrated
navigation algorithm is similar to the GNSS/SINS integrated navigation algorithm. The position error,
accelerometer and gyro zero offset are taken as the state variables. The coordinates of the mobile nodes
obtained by WSN positioning and the coordinates calculated by SINS are transformed through coordinate
transformation. The difference between the two values is taken as the observation, and the final fusion
coordinates are obtained by Kalman filter.

According to the filter design, the commonly used multi-sensor fusion algorithms are divided into
centralized Kalman filter and Federated Kalman filter. Theoretically, the centralized Kalman filter can get
a more accurate estimation of the system than the Federated Kalman filter. However, the centralized
Kalman filtering uses a system to process the measured data of all the different sensors. In the multi-
sensor fusion integrated navigation, when the sensor type increases, the centralized card will be used. The
computational complexity of the Kalman filter increases exponentially, which requires high processor and
communication rate. On the other hand, when a sensor fails or produces a large error, the error will
spread to the entire filtering system, which may lead to the paralysis of the whole system.

The split Kalman filter uses a global filter and a number of local filters. The local filters are independent
of each other and only carry out the filtering task of the type of sensor data. The local filter will be sent to the
global filter through the locally filtered data, and the local filter sent by the global filter to the local filter. The
optimal estimator is filtered globally to obtain the global optimal estimator and the global co-variance, and
the global optimal is fed back to the local filter. Because each local filter works independently, the
contaminated data will not seriously affect the operation of the whole system when a sensor fails, which
greatly increases the fault tolerance of the system.

3 Proposed GNSS/SINS/WSN Combined Positioning System

3.1 System Demand Analysis and General Block Diagram

The integrated positioning system designed in this paper is mainly composed of GNSS, SINS, WSN
positioning module and ARM processor module. The WSN system collects soil and crop information for
the field. As this article focuses on designing a positioning and navigation system, in order to simplify
the development of the system, the localization function is designed and implemented only when
designing WSN. As a function of crop information collection, it can be added in subsequent work.

In this scheme, the device selection and software design should meet three aspects:

(1) Positioning accuracy
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The positioning system is a vehicle mounted integrated positioning system, which provides positioning
and navigation parameters for agricultural machinery. Taking into account the positioning accuracy of
GNSS, SINS and WSN units, the final combination positioning system should reach the positioning
accuracy of meter level.

(2) System reliability

Since the system is integrated by a variety of sensors, it is necessary to ensure the reliability of the
system. When a sensor fails, the system should continue to work, and the transmission and anti-jamming
capability of the system is strong.

(3) Real time

The combined positioning system designed in this paper is to work in a dynamic environment, and the
system is in motion state. Therefore, the system must be real-time and complete the positioning and updating
of the system in a short time.

The system is made up as shown in Fig. 2.

3.2 GNSS Data Acquisition and Extraction

The GNSS module selected in this paper is the official NEO-6M module of UBLOX. It is compact but
has excellent performance. The module amplifies the amplifier circuit, facilitates the rapid search of the
passive ceramic antenna. At the same time, it has the SMA interface to connect the active antenna. The
module can set the chip parameters through the serial port and save it in EEPROM, which ensures that
the next reset setting is still valid.

The GNSS module acquiescence is NMEA protocol, which is the standard format developed by
National Marine Electronics Association for marine electronic equipment. ASCII code is used to transfer
GNSS location information, called frame. The data of each frame is separated by commas, and the type
of data is determined by the position of commas.

When receiving GNSS data, it first determines the received frame command, and then parses the data
after frame command, latitude and longitude, speed and Universal Time Coordinated (UTC) time
information. In order to improve processor speed, the system only analyzes frames. First, a structure is
defined to store the parsed data, and then the frame head is judged one by one. The required information
is obtained based on the comma offset, and the information is stored in the receive buffer and the pointer
is moved back to begin to parse the next data.

3.3 Design of Wireless Sensor Network

The development platform selects Embedded workbench, which is able to program coordinator nodes,
router nodes and terminal nodes respectively. It has the advantages of complete, stable and convenient use,
and supports a variety of ARM processor structures.
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In wireless sensor networks, the role of the coordinator is mainly to establish and manage the network,
and communicate with the background control center. In order to achieve normal communication between
nodes, endpoints and clusters need to be defined. The endpoints are defined in a structural way. In this
scheme, the coordinator node is responsible for the establishment and maintenance of the network, the
query and configuration functions of the reference node and the mobile node.

The main functions of the reference node are RSSI filtering and distance calculation. The function of
collecting other information is not in this design. After sending the location request packet to the
reference node, the mobile node extracts the RSSI value from the reference node and uses the Gauss
filtering method to process the Gauss filter, then calculates the measurement distance, then sends its own
coordinates and measurement distance to the mobile node.

The mobile node is installed on the vehicle positioning system. The main function is to collect the
coordinates from the reference node and the distance from the reference node to the mobile node to
locate itself. At the same time, the location result is sent to the STM32 microprocessor. After STM32
completes the location data fusion, the fusion result is returned to the mobile node through the serial port.
At this point, the mobile node sends the result to the coordinator node.

3.4 Monitoring Center Upper Computer Design

Coordinator nodes in wireless sensor networks communicate with the monitoring center to report the
real-time location of agricultural machinery to the monitoring center. The monitoring software is
developed based on C++ in VC software. This paper only develops the position receiving function of the
monitoring host computer, and other functions are to be followed up. It mainly includes the setting area
of serial port, communication status monitoring area, control command area and receiving data display area.

In the serial port setup area, the host program automatically detects the PC available serial port, the
default display COM1 port; the baud rate setting box has 14 common baud rate values for use, the lowest
600, the highest 921600; the data bit setup box has 5, 6, 7, 8 four options, the default is 8 bit data bits;
parity bit settings. The box has five options: None, Odd, Even, Mark, Space, and the default is None
without a check bit; the stop bit has two options, one and two, and the default is 1.

The communication status monitoring area automatically monitors the serial port state and the number of
bytes sent and received by the host computer, and at any time, the number of sending and receiving bytes can
be cleared at any time.

The control command window can configure the coordinator parameters associated with it, mainly
including A and N values.

The receiving data display area is displayed on the host computer according to the location information
of the combined positioning system sent by the coordinator node, plus a label and a time stamp.

4 Experimental Results

In order to test and analyze the performance of the integrated navigation system designed in this paper,
each subsystem and the global fusion data are sent to the PC terminal through serial port 1 when data are
collected, and it is received and saved by serial assistant. Due to the limited conditions, the school soccer
field similar to the farmland environment is chosen as the testing site. The system is a GNSS/SINS/WSN
integrated positioning system. Therefore, a wireless sensor network is built before the test. The
coordinator node and 6 anchor nodes are built. Firstly, the system is stationary on the ground, and the
data received by the serial port are analyzed to compare the positioning results of the system. When
receiving, the system needs to start the wireless sensor network first and wait for one minute to start the
integrated positioning system. After the start of the integrated positioning system, it also needs to wait for
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2 minutes to complete the initial alignment of the SINS receiver module and the measurement noise
distribution statistics of the system.

From Fig. 3, it can be seen that the GNSS/SINS/WSN positioning system is more stable than the SINS
positioning system, the results are more in line with the actual positioning position.

Then the hand-held integrated positioning system keeps the uniform linear motion as far as possible in
the wireless sensor network, records the data and draws the graph.

In motion, the navigation system sends the collected data to the computer terminal in real time through
the serial port, and runs the host computer on another computer to receive the location information sent by the
coordinator node. The data received by the host computer is shown as shown in the following figure.

After that, the saved data is extracted and drawn by computer on MATLAB, and the positioning
coordinates of each system are all converted to the earth coordinate system.

The real trajectory in the diagram is formed by connecting the boundary points and can be seen as a
straight line in the course of walking. The coordinates of each discrete point are subtracted from the
coordinates of the corresponding points in the real trajectory to get the error values, and the positioning
errors of each system are obtained by calculation and statistics.

The average positioning error of GNSS/SINS is 2.223 meters, that of WSN/SINS is 3.34 meters, and that
of GNSS/ISINS/WSN is 1.983 meters in Fig. 4. The experimental results show that the positioning accuracy
of the GNSS/SINS/WSN system is higher than that of the GNSS/SINS and WSN/SINS integrated
positioning system. And from the trajectory, we can see that the trajectory of the GNSS/SINS/WSN
positioning system designed in this paper is smoother and can better track the position of the carrier.
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5 Conclusions

At present, RTK-GNSS is adopted in the automatic agricultural navigation system. This scheme has the
advantage of high accuracy and can satisfy any type of operation, but its price of more than ten million has
greatly limited its application and popularization. Other positioning and navigation methods such as machine
vision, GNSS or GNSS/SINS integrated navigation have the shortcomings of SINS insufficient positioning
accuracy and low system stability. Based on this, this paper takes into account the application of precision
agriculture in the field of automatic driving of agricultural machinery. The wireless sensor network built in
precision agriculture can not only communicate, but also has the positioning function. It integrates the
localization function of wireless sensor network into GNSS/SINS integrated positioning, and improves
the fusion through Kalman filtering algorithm. At the same time, the positioning accuracy of the system
greatly enhances the stability of the system.
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